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a b s t r a c t
The global crystal basis or canonical basis plays an important role in the theory of the
quantum groups and their representations. The tight monomials are the simplest elements
in the canonical basis. Based on works of Reineke (2001) [11] and Deng and Du (2010)
[2], the tight monomials in quantized enveloping algebra associated with Kac–Moody Lie





(p ≥ 1) are completely determined in this paper.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Let C = (ci,j)i,j∈Γ0 be a symmetrizable generalized Cartan matrix, and let D = diag(di)i∈Γ0 be a symmetrization of C .
Thus, D is a diagonal matrix with integer entries making the matrix DC symmetric. Let g = g(C) be the Kac–Moody Lie
algebra over Q associated with C , and let U = Uv(g) be the corresponding quantized enveloping algebra over the fraction
fieldQ(v) in an indeterminate v. We are interested in the positive partU+ ofU, which is, by definition, theQ(v)-subalgebra
of U generated by Ei, i ∈ Γ0, subject to the relations−
s+t=1−ci,j
(−1)sE(s)i EjE(t)i = 0, for all i, j ∈ Γ0,
where E(s)i := Esi /[s]!i , called the sth divided power of Ei, with [s]!i = [1]i[2]i · · · [s]i and [a]i = (vdia − v−dia)/(vdi − v−di).
Let Z = Z[v, v−1] be the Laurent polynomial ring over Z. Let U+ be the Z-subalgebra ofU+ generated by divided powers
E(s)i for all i ∈ Γ0 and s ∈ N.
The main discovery of Lusztig [6] was the existence of a canonical basis for U+ (in the case of Dynkin graphs of type A,
D and E) with some very remarkable properties. This was done by two quite different methods, an elementary method and
a geometric method. In Lusztig [7,9], the geometric method of Lusztig [6] was extended to the case of arbitrary graphs and
obtained a canonical basis of U+ with the same kind of properties.
It is not easy to determine the canonical basis explicitly. Some efforts in this direction have been made. For example,
Lusztig [6] gave explicitly the canonical basis of typeA1 andA2. Also, based on Lusztig’swork, Xi [14,13] determined explicitly
14 classes of canonical basis elements for typeA3 (including 8 classes ofmonomials) and 6 classes of canonical basis elements
for type B2 (including 2 classes of monomials).
Following Lusztig [8], amonomial in divided powers E(s)i which is also a canonical basis element is called a tightmonomial.
See also [10] for further work on tight monomials. In Hu–Ye–Yue [4], 62 tight monomials for type A4 have been obtained.
Recently, based on Lusztig’s criterion for signed bases [9], Deng–Du [2] gave a criterion for a monomial to be tight, which
generalizes an earlier result by Reineke [11] in the simply laced case. Deng–Du proved that Reineke’s criterion works also
for any quantum enveloping algebra associated with a symmetrizable Cartan matrix. All tight monomials for type G2 are
determined in [12] by using this criterion (see [11]) and some other results.
In this paper, we will focus on the tight monomials of U = Uv(g(C))where C has rank two .
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1. Preliminaries
The criterion for a monomial being tight given in [2] relies on the theory of quivers with automorphisms.
Let Q = (Q0,Q1) be a finite quiver with vertex set Q0 and arrow set Q1, and let σ be an automorphism of Q . That is, σ is
a permutation on the vertices of Q and on the arrows of Q such that σ(hρ) = hσ(ρ) and σ(tρ) = tσ(ρ) for any ρ ∈ Q1,
where tρ and hρ denote the head and the tail of ρ, respectively.
We can attach to the pair (Q , σ ) a valued quiver Γ (Q , σ ).
The valued quiver Γ (Q , σ ) associated with a quiver Q with automorphism σ is defined as follows. Its vertex set Γ0 and
arrow set Γ1 are simply the sets of σ -orbits in Q0 and Q1, respectively. The valuation of Γ is given by
di = |{vertices in the σ -orbit of i}|, for i ∈ Γ0;
mρ = |{arrows in the σ -orbit of ρ}|, for ρ ∈ Γ1.
The Euler form of Γ is defined to be the bilinear form
⟨−,−⟩: ZΓ0 × ZΓ0 → Z
given by







for x =∑ xii, y =∑ yii ∈ ZΓ0. Let
(x · y) = ⟨x, y⟩Γ + ⟨y, x⟩Γ
be the symmetric Euler form. The pair (Γ0, .) is called a Cartan datum in the sense of [9].
Moreover, the valued quiver Γ defines a matrix




2− 2∑ρ∈Q1, tρ=hρ=i mρ/di, if i = j;
−∑ρ∈Q1, {hρ,tρ}={i,j}mρ/di, if i ≠ j.
In particular, if Q contains no loops, CΓ is a (generalized) symmetrizable Cartan matrix (in the sense of [3, Def. 0.1]) with
symmetrization D = diag(di).
Example 1.1. We consider a quiver Q consisting of p + q vertices δi (i ∈ Zp), θj (j ∈ Zq) and pq arrows δi → θj (i ∈
Zp ; j ∈ Zq). Let σ be an automorphism of Q defined on vertices by σ(δi) = δi+1 (i ∈ Zp), σ (θj) = θj+1 (j ∈ Zq). Then we
get a valued quiver consisting of two vertices δ, θ and one arrow ρ form δ to θ with valuation dδ = p, dθ = q, mρ = pq.
The Euler form ⟨−,−⟩: ZΓ0 × ZΓ0 → Z is defined by
⟨x, y⟩ = px1y1 + qx2y2 − pqx1y2
for x = x1δ + x2θ, y = y1δ + y2θ ∈ ZΓ0. Also, the associated Cartan datum (Γ0, .) is defined by
x · y = 2px1y1 + 2qx2y2 − pqx1y2 − pqy1x2












Following, e.g., [5], we say that Q is of finite type when pq ⩽ 3, of affine type when pq = 4 and of the strictly hyperbolic
type when pq ⩾ 4. Let Upq be the quantized enveloping algebra of g(CQ ,σ ). In this paper, we focus on the tight monomials
of Upq.
Let t be a non-negative integer. Let i = (i1, . . . , it) ∈ Γ t0 and a = (a1, a2, . . . , at) ∈ Nt . We write, for convenience,
E(a)i := E(a1)i1 E
(a2)
i2
· · · E(at )it ∈ U+.
Moreover, we defineMi,a to be the set of t × t matrices A = (arm) with entries in N satisfying the conditions (1) arm = 0
unless ir = im, and (2) ro(A) = a = co(A), where ro(A) = (∑tp=1 ap1, . . . ,∑tp=1 apt), co(A) = (∑tm=1 a1m, . . . ,∑tm=1 atm).














The following theorem (see [2, Th. 2.5]) is very useful in the determination of tight monomials. For the simply laced case;
see [11, Th. 3.2].
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Theorem 1.2. Let U+ be the quantum algebra associated with a Cartan datum (Γ0, .). For i = (i1, . . . , it) ∈ Γ t0 and a =
(a1, . . . , at) ∈ Nt , the monomial E(a)i is tight if and only if q(A) < 0 for all A ∈ Mi,a\{Da}, where Da := diag(a1, . . . , at).
We also need the following result; see [2, Cor. 2.6 and Th. 6.2].
Theorem 1.3. Let i = (i1, . . . , it) ∈ Γ t0 and a = (a1, a2, . . . , at) ∈ Nt . If E(a)i is tight, then
(1) the monomials E(ar )ir E
(ar+1)
ir+1 · · · E(as)is , for all 1 ⩽ r ⩽ s ⩽ t, are also tight;
(2) we have ir ≠ ir+1 for all 1 ⩽ r < t.
Example 1.4. If Upq is the quantum enveloping algebra as defined in Example 1.1, Theorem 1.3 tells that tight monomials














1 · · · E(a2s+1)2 or E(a1)2 E(a2)1 E(a3)2 E(a4)1 · · · E(a2s−1)2 E(a2s)1
where s ⩾ 0. (These are the four types of monomials as listed in Theorem 2.1(2)–(5).) Thus, the elements inMi,a have the
form A2s or A2s+1 as listed in Appendix, where the entries xi,j are integers satisfying 0 ≤ xi,j ≤ min{ai, aj}.
2. The tight monomials of Upq
In this section, we continue with the example above and determine all tight monomials of Upq when p = 1 or q = 1. The
matrices used in this section are all listed in Appendix.
Theorem 2.1. Let p, q, CQ ,σ and Upq be as in the example in the first section, then the following is a complete list of tight
monomials of Upq when p = 1 or q = 1:

















2 · · · E(a2s+1)1 (s ⩾ 1) is tight if and only if a2e−1+a2e+1 ⩽ qa2e (e = 1, 2, . . . , s) and a2b+a2(b+1) ⩽ pa2b+1







2 · · · E(a2s−1)1 E(a2s)2 (s ⩾ 2) is tight if and only if a2e−1 + a2e+1 ⩽ qa2e (e = 1, 2, . . . , s − 1) and a2b +







1 · · · E(a2s+1)2 (s ⩾ 1) is tight if and only if a2e−1+a2e+1 ⩽ pa2e (e = 1, 2, . . . , s) and a2b+a2(b+1) ⩽ qa2b+1







1 · · · E(a2s−1)2 E(a2s)1 (s ⩾ 2) is tight if and only if a2e−1 + a2e+1 ⩽ pa2e (e = 1, 2, . . . , s − 1) and a2b +
a2(b+1) ⩽ qa2b+1 (b = 1, 2, . . . , s− 1).
Before giving the proof of the theorem, we introduce some notations.
Let xi,j be certain entries appearing in matrices A2s or A2s+1 described in Appendix (cf. Example 1.4). For any fixed s ∈ N,






















































































































































form = 1, 2, . . . , s.















2 · · · E(a2s−1)1 E(a2s)2 .
The rest of the proof is similar.
Comparing the matrix A2s+2 with A2s+1 in Appendix, there are 2s − 1 more variables in A2s+2 which are x2s,2n (n =
1, 2, . . . , s − 1), x2m,2s+2 (m = 1, 2, . . . , s). Similarly there are 2s − 1 more variables in A2s+1 than those in A2s which are
x2s−1,2n−1 (n = 1, 2, . . . , s − 1), x2m−1,2s+1 (m = 1, 2, . . . , s). Let these new variables be 0 in A2s+2 and A2s+1, we get A′2s+2
and A′2s+1, respectively. It is easy to see that





































































(2pa2e−1 + 2pa2e+1 − 2pqa2e)

x2m−1,2s+1. (2.2)
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Putting x2s,2 = 0, x2s,4 = 0 in A2s+2, the term in q

A2s+2(x2s,2 = x2s,4 = 0)
 = q(A2s+2)(x2s,2 = x2s,4 = 0)which has x2s,6














































































Inductively, we get the term in q(A2s+2)(x2s,2i = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , u − 1) which has x2s,2u as a factor and it is ξux2s,2u
(u = 1, . . . , s− 1).
Putting x2s,2n = 0 (n = 1, 2, . . . , s− 1) in q(A2s+2), the term having x2,2s+2 as a factor is
s−
e=1













(2qa2e + 2qa2(e+1) − 2pqa2e+1)x2,2s+2 + η1x2,2s+2.
Putting x2s,2n = 0 (n = 1, 2, . . . , s− 1), x2,2s+2 = 0 in q(A2s+2), the term having x4,2s+2 as a factor is
s−
e=2
























(2qa2e + 2qa2(e+1) − 2pqa2e+1)x4,2s+2 + η2x4,2s+2.
Inductively, putting x2s,2n = 0 (n = 1, 2, . . . , s − 1), x2j,2s+2 = 0 (j = 1, 2, . . . , v − 1) (v = 1, . . . , s) in q(A2s+2), the
term having x2v,2s+2 as a factor is
s−
e=v
(2qa2e + 2qa2(e+1) − 2pqa2e+1)x2v,2s+2 + ηvx2v,2s+2.
Putting x2s,2n = 0 (n = 1, 2, . . . , s − 1), x2m,2s+2 = 0 (m = 1, 2, . . . , s) in A2s+2, we get the matrix A′2s+2 and equation
(2.1) in the claim is proved. The similar procedure can prove (2.2).
So substituting Eq. (2.2) into (2.1) yields













































(2qa2e + 2qa2(e+1) − 2pqa2e+1)

x2m,2s+2, (2.3)
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and




































































It is easy but tedious to see that when p = 1 or q = 1, F2s+2 ⩽ 0 and G2s+1 ⩽ 0 for any s ⩾ 1.
When s = 1 and t = 2s+ 1 = 3,





1 is tight if and only if a1 + a3 ⩽ qa2.
When s = 2 and t = 2s = 4,







2 is tight if and only if a1 + a3 ⩽ qa2 and a2 + a4 ⩽ pa3.






2 · · · E(a2s+1)1 is tight if and only if a2e−1 + a2e+1 ⩽ qa2e (e = 1, 2, . . . , s) and a2b +
a2(b+1) ⩽ pa2b+1 (b = 1, 2, . . . , s − 1); E(a1)1 E(a2)2 E(a3)1 E(a4)2 · · · E(a2s−1)1 E(a2s)2 is tight if and only if a2e−1 + a2e+1 ⩽ qa2e (e =
1, 2, . . . , s − 1) and a2b + a2(b+1) ⩽ pa2b+1 (b = 1, 2, . . . , s − 1). According to (2.3) and (2.4) and the fact F2s+2 ⩽ 0,
G2s+1 ⩽ 0, we can prove by induction the results for s+ 1.
This proves statements (2) and (3). The proof for (4) and (5) is similar. For completeness, we give the corresponding
equations.

















(2pa2e + 2pa2(e+1) − 2pqa2e+1)

x2m,2s+2

















(2qa2e−1 + 2qa2e+1 − 2pqa2e)

x2m−1,2s+1
































































































































For the monomial E(a1)i1 E
(a2)
i2
· · · E(at )it (ij ≠ ij+1 for all j), we define that its length is t .
Theorem 2.2. For pq ⩽ 3 and p = 1 or q = 1, the length of the longest tight monomial of Upq is finite, equal to the length of the
longest word in the corresponding Weyl group. For pq ⩾ 4 and p = 1 or q = 1, there exist tight monomials of any length.





is of type A2. By Theorem 2.1, E1E
(2)














1 is tight if and only if a1 + a3 ⩽ a2, a2 + a4 ⩽ a3,
from which we get a1 + a4 ⩽ 0, a contradiction. So the length of longest tight monomial of U1 is 3 equal to the length of the
longest word in the Weyl group of type A2.





is of type C2. By
























1 is tight⇔ a1 + a3 ⩽ a2, a3 + a5 ⩽ a4, a2 + a4 ⩽ 2a3,
from which we get a1 + a5 ⩽ 0, a contradiction. So the length of longest tight monomial of U2 is 4 equal to the length of the
longest word in the Weyl group of type C2. It is similar for the case when p = 1, q = 2.
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is of type G2. By






































⇐⇒ a1 + a3 ⩽ a2, a3 + a5 ⩽ a4, a5 + a7 ⩽ a6, a2 + a4 ⩽ 3a3, a4 + a6 ⩽ 3a5,
which induce contradiction (see [12]). So the length of longest tight monomial of U3 is 6 equal to the length of the longest
word in the Weyl group of type G2. It is similar for the case when p = 1, q = 3.
















2 · · · E(a2s−1)1 E(a2s)2
are tight. 
Remark 2.3. According to the theorem, we naturally have the following conjecture for all quantum enveloping algebras.
When C is the Cartan matrix of finite type, the length of the longest tight monomial of U is finite, equal to the length of the
longest word in the corresponding Weyl group. Otherwise, there exist tight monomials of any length.
3. Lusztig cone
The Lusztig cone is defined in [8] for the simply laced case and in [1] for all finite type. In [8], these cones arise naturally
from the linear term of a nonhomogeneous quadratic form associated to i which is used by Lusztig to give a negative
condition for a monomial E(a)i to be tight. Monomials of this form with a = (a1, a2, . . . , an) lying in the Lusztig cone
corresponding to i are tight in types A1, A2, A3 [14], in type A4 [10], in type B2 [13] and in type G2 [12]. Counterexample
in type A5 of Reineke [11] shows that this fails in general. We give a natural generalization to the general case. Letting
i = (i1, i2, i3, . . .) be a sequence in Γ0 and j = (j1, j2, . . . , jN) any finite subsequence of iwith sj1sj2 · · · sjN is reduced in the
corresponding Weyl group, define Lusztig coneLi,j to be the set of sequences a = (a1, a2, . . . , aN) in Nwith the following
property: for any two indices r < r ′ in {1, 2, . . . ,N} such that ir = ir ′ = i and it ≠ iwhenever r < t < r ′, we have
ar + ar ′ +
−
r<t<r ′
cir ,it at ⩽ 0
where cir ,it is the (ir , it) entry in the Cartan matrix.
Proposition 3.1. When p = 1 or q = 1, E(a)j is tight if and only if a ∈ Li,j . When p ⩾ 2 and q ⩾ 2, if E(a)j is tight, a must be in
someLi,j , while the converse is not true.
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, the first assertion is obvious.
Now assume that p ⩾ 2 and q ⩾ 2. When i = (1, 2, 1), q(A3) = −2px213 + (2pa1 + 2pa3 − 2pqa2)x13, so E(a1)1 E(a2)2 E(a3)1
is tight if and only if a1 + a3 ⩽ qa2. By the same reason, the monomial E(a1)2 E(a2)1 E(a3)2 is tight if and only if a1 + a3 ⩽ pa2.









is obvious that (pq − q, p, q, pq − p) is in the cone Li,j where j = (1, 2, 1, 2). But letting x13 = x24 = 1, we get
q(A4) = 2(pq− p− q) ⩾ 0 when p ⩾ 2 and q ⩾ 2. So E(pq−q)1 E(p)2 E(q)1 E(pq−p)2 is not tight. 
Appendix
We list the related matrices in this appendix.














1 · · · E(a2s+1)2 or E(a1)2 E(a2)1 E(a3)2 E(a4)1 · · · E(a2s−1)2 E(a2s)1
where s ⩾ 0. The setMi,a consists of t × t matrices A = (arm)with entries in N satisfying the conditions (1) arm = 0 unless
ir = im, and (2) ro(A) = a = co(A). So in this case, the entries in the matrix A satisfy the following conditions:
• aij = 0 if |i− j| is an odd.• In the first t − 2 rows, the nonzero off-diagonal entries are variables xij with 0 ⩽ xij ⩽ min{ai, aj}, and the rest entries
can be expressed as the homogeneous linear polynomial in xij.





































































































































































































































                                               



































































































































































































                                            





































































































































































































































                                             




















































































































































































                                            




























































































































































































































                                                
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